
Gain a competitive edge
with funding insights, discovery & decisions

“Only one in five proposals are accepted in the U.S. and this ratio is even lower for junior researchers”

How Funding Institutional helps institutions to discover relevant grant funding

Gain a competitive edge with a holistic view of 
the research funding landscape using a single 
solution that combines over 20,000 active funding 
opportunities with information on over 2 million 
awarded research grants from a wide-range of funders. 

Funding Institutional informs your research 
program strategy by helping you find active, 
accurate funding opportunities in a timely manner 
from nearly 3,000 government and private funding 
organizations, and by offering insight into research 
that has already been funded in your area of interest.

Source: nih.gov

Attain an in-depth understanding of 
the funding landscape by combining 
awarded grants data with active and 

accurate funding opportunities.  

Track opportunities of interest to be alerted as 
soon as they are updated or when a deadline 
is approaching. Export data to Excel / CSV for 

more detailed analysis and intelligence.

Identify opportunities and funders by 
research area, keywords or researcher 
profiles. Stay current by saving your 
search criteria to discover additional 

relevant awards in a timely manner, as 
they become available.  

Assess eligibility by reviewing awarded grants and identifying 
funders who previously awarded grants to your institution or your 

area of interest. Filter by limited submission or other criteria to 
identify the most relevant opportunities.

Quickly and easily disseminate relevant 
funding opportunities by email or by sharing 

a direct link to an opportunity.

Gain insight into the funding landscape

Track and manage

Search and discover new 
funding sources

Select relevant opportunities 
& filter for limited submission

Disseminate opportunities 



Unlocking value by combining data sources
Funding Institutional sources data on active funding opportunities, awarded grants and funder profiles and combines it in such a 
way that, whatever role you play as an insitututional stakeholder, you can apply it directly to your work, responsibilities and workflows.

Funding Institutional is unique due to our combination of data sources. It is the only solution to provide active, accurate funding 
information on a wide range of funders, while simultaneously delivering insights into awarded grants.

Funding Institutional offers access to the following content:

Benefits and unique value for institutional staff
Through its many use cases and features, Funding Institutional saves you time and resources by consolidating the funding workflow and 
merging funder data into a single, comprehensive overview.

Funding Institutional data quality standards are set according to Elsevier standards, which define high-quality data as being:

•  Current: Funding Institutional is updated on a daily (tier 1) to weekly (tier 4) basis following updates on funder websites
•  Correct: Funding Institutional is curated and spot-checked by Elsevier before updates are made available to users
•  Comprehensive: The breadth of information on Funding Institutional is comprehensive, even including data on previously awarded grants 
•  Consistent: Funding Institutional collates data from all funders and presents it in a standardized format
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For more information about Funding Institutional, please contact us at 
www.elsevier.com/solutions/funding-institutional or visit  www.fundinginstitutional.com

Benefits

Uncovers new funding sources

Insures efficient use of time and resources 

Supports strategic decision making

Our data: 
combining funder, funding opportunities and awarded 
grants data from a wide range of funders, keeping users  
up-to-date in a timely manner

Our product: 
a single solution that supports funding insight, discovery 
and decision-making 

Our ecosystem: 
integration with unique Elsevier assets, such as Scopus  
and the Elsevier Fingerprint Engine

Distinguishing Features

3,000+ 
government and private funding 
organizations, including 1,600 
funders in the U.S.

20,000+ 
active funding opportunities 

$70+ Billion (USD) 
worth of active funding 
opportunity

2M+ 
awarded grants 

$2+ Trillion (USD) 
worth of awarded grants


